


Flawless



Spectacular sound is what our customers have 

come to expect from SpeakerCraft, and it’s what they’ll get when they choose the 

Profile line. It should come as no surprise that Profile speakers sound

every bit as good as SpeakerCraft’s other speakers, because they 

are SpeakerCraft’s other speakers. The sleek Profile magnetic 

grille is now an option on many of our in-ceiling and in-wall 

models, including such award winning designs as the AIM8 

in-ceiling and the AIM LCR in-wall. Nothing changes but 

the grille. The sound is exactly the same.

AIM Series in-ceiling speakers were the first 

to feature an aimable woofer/tweeter module 

that aims the sound in any direction you choose. 

No longer are you bound by the design of your 

room. Just mount the speakers wherever it’s 

convenient and point them wherever you want 

sound.  Profile grilles are available in AIM8, AIM7 

and AIM5 models.

CRS Series speakers deliver spectacular 

SpeakerCraft sound using the best-quality parts, 

the most meticulous engineering and proprietary 

technologies such as our WavePlane tweeter baffle 

for a broader, bigger sound. Profile grilles are an option 

on the CRS8 and CRS6 models—and even on the CRS3, our 

tiniest and most discreet in-ceiling speaker.

AIM LCR speakers deliver powerful, compelling home theater 

sound in slim, easy-to-mount in-wall models. The front baffles tilt so you can 

aim the sound exactly where you want it. AIM LCR and AIM LCR3 models are available 

with Profile grilles as an option.

Profile is the best-looking line of speakers we’ve ever created. Really, Profile 

is the least-looking line of speakers we’ve ever created. They barely even look like speakers. 

They look more like shadows—and that’s if you notice them at all, which no one probably will 

unless they’re just insatiably curious about where all that great sound is coming from.

There’s no bezel and no visible mounting flange. All you see is a grille, which can be painted to 

match the wall or ceiling. It’s the cleanest speaker installation you ever saw—or didn’t see.

The Profile concept is available in numerous SpeakerCraft products. It’s perfect for any place 

you want great sound but don’t want visible speakers—in other words, for any room of any 

house in the world.



Model Woofer(s) Tweeter(s) EQ Switches Efficiency Frequency Response

Profile AIM8 One 8" Poly. 1” Silk N/A 88dB 1W/1m 40Hz-20kHz

Profile AIM7 Two 7” Fiberglass 1” Silk Front Mounted 90dB 1W/1m 40Hz-20kHz

Profile AIM5 One 5.25" Poly. .75" Silk N/A 88dB 1W/1m 55Hz-20kHz

Profile CRS8 One 8" Poly. 1" Silk N/A 89dB 1W/1m 40Hz-20kHz

Profile CRS6 One 6.5" Poly. 1" Silk N/A 92dB 1W/1m 40Hz-20kHz

Profile CRS3 3" Alum. Full Range N/A N/A 86dB 1W/1m 80Hz-16kHz

Profile AIM LCR One 2 - 5.25" IMG 1" Silk N/A 89dB 1W/1m 55Hz-20kHz

Profile AIM LCR3 Three 2 - 3" Alum. .75" Alum. Front Mounted 86dB 1W/1m 78Hz-20kHz
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